
Printing with a range of objects is an opportunity for self-expression with paint, eye and
hand coordination, fine motor development, experimenting and exploring with a new paint
tool. Seeing how a texture or pattern repeats itself is full of magic, and a delightful process
to witness and experience with pupils.

o u r  G o a l s  a n d

O b j e c t i v e s

 

 
Colour, tone, texture,
shape, image, edit, text,
shape, imprint layer,
smooth,  detail, design,
curate, layout, repeat,
rotate, scale, press,
printing..  

Concepts and key
Vocabulary

P R I N T I N G
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The origins of printing in art....

What is it?

Why should we do it?
Printing is a process for reproducing images using a master form, tool or template.

Skills
 
Experimentation,
decision making,
editing, developing
ideas, confidence
using equipment
appropriately.
 

The history of printing  starts as early as 3500 BC, when the Persian and Mesopotamian
civilizations used cylinder seals to certify documents written in clay. Other early forms
include block seals, pottery imprints and cloth  printing. Woodblock  printing  on paper
originated in China around 200 AD. Now we use printing everyday, using inkjet printers in
our schools homes and workplaces.

Career links
Printing is used to share ideas that are whether it be using visual literacy, text but usually a
mixture of both. It would be a great starting point for the children to discuss this and
generate their own ideas of how print is used in our everyday life . People who design how
words and pictures are laid out on a page are called 'graphic designers.' How many other
roles can you think of where print is used?
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s c o p e  o f  wo r k
 
Materials: Printing can be done on paper or fabrics using:
stencils, inkpads and stamps (can be homemade using sticky back foam and corks/blocks)
fruit or cut vegetable shapes, lego (makes great robots) anything really. Experiment!!

Artists to research
Andy Warhol - great for mono
printing
Lucienne Day -Textile Artist
Banksy - Stencil, street artist
Ben Eine - Layered colour
screen prints
Bridgit Riley- optical illusion
Yayoi Kusama - fab for
simple dot printing
 
 
 
 

Try and see the whole shape rather that
worry about ant details and get a rough
shape, a quick, sketchy impression of the
composition.
Just keep going until you like what you see.
Build up layers with different colours for
shadows and detail.

Monoprinting - Drawing on a non absorbant
material and then taking a 'rubbing.'

Draw design by hand or trace from image
overlay.
Use drawing first to get initial indentation.
Get the children to practice on a scrap piece
first to get a feel for it. 
Dragging action with pencil is best.

Press Print -Drawing on Polystyrene - 1

Create layers and compositions.
Dont worry too much about getting it right first
time. provide lots of newsprint for
experimentation before attempting your
finished piece.
Evaluating through mini plenaries will help
share some common errors and support
development. Eg: amount of paint will affect
the outcome.

Stamping Pads -bought or made

Explore posative and negative space -find
out how the picture is light or dark/
printed or masked.

Stencilling - 4

Experiment with vinyls, cut shaped,
masking tapes or tacked on pieces.
Experiment with playing with the different
ways of combining your print and link with
ICT.
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